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We study the power of reversal-bounded ATMs (alternating Turing machines). 
The results obtained are as follows: (1) Every recursively enumerable set can be 
accepted by a l-tape-l-counter ATM which runs in constant reversals (which arc 
the number of times a head changes direction) but not by any l-tape-l-counter 
NTM (nondeterministic TM) which runs in constant reversals, where a l-tape-l- 
counter ATM (NTM, respectively) is a l-tape ATM (NTM, respectively) with one 
counter tape. (2) For functions B(n) and R(n) satisfying B(n)$ 2°‘R’“i1 and 
B(n) R(n)zn, a class of languages accepted by l-tape ATMs which run in @R(n)) 
reversal and O(B(n)) leaf simultaneously is equivalent to a class of languages accep- 
ted by NTMs which run in O(B(n) R(n)) space. p 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There have been several works on the reversal complexity of DTMs 
(deterministic Turing machines) and NTMs (nondeterministic TMs) 
(Baker and Book, 1974; Chan, 1981; Fischer, 1968; Greibach, 1978; 
Hartmanis, 1968; Kameda and Vollmar, 1970), but few works on the rever- 
sal complexity of alternating machines. 
Recently, Hromkovic (1985) studied the reversal complexity of alter- 
nating k-counter machines and obtained P = 2ACMPRC = 1 ACMPRC, 
where ZACMPRC = U,,,2ACMP(k, 1) and 1ACMPRC = Ukchi 
lACMP(k, 1). 2ACMP(k, 1) (respectively, lACMP(k, 1)) denotes the class 
of languages accepted by a two-way (respectively, one-way) alternating 
k-counter machine running in both time at most nk and one counter 
reversal. In 1986 he also considered the recognition problem of specific 
languages for alternating machines and proved lower bounds for the 
complexity measures REVERSALS. SPACE. PARALLELISM and 
TIME . SPACE . PARALLELISM. PARALLELISM complexity corre- 
sponds to the leaf complexity in this paper. In the proof of lower bounds, 
he used a notion similar to the ECS defined in Section 4. 
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We study here the power of reversal-bounded ATMs (alternating Turing 
machines) and then compare it with the power of reversal-bounded NTMs. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the fundamental 
definitions are given. In Section 3 we discuss the power of reversal-bounded 
ATMs and NTMs in terms of recursively enumerable sets. The difference 
between the power of reversal-bounded NTMs and DTMs is discussed in 
Baker and Book (1974). In Section 4 we show the equivalence between the 
class of languages accepted by reversal- and leaf-bounded l-tape ATMs 
and the class of the languages accepted by space-bounded NTMs. Section 5 
contains some open problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we define ATMs informally and then we define the com- 
plexities of ATMs (see Chandra et al. (1981) for formal definitions). ATMs 
are a generalization of NTMs, described as follows. The states are par- 
titioned into “existential” and “universal” states. As with NTMs, we can 
view a computation of an ATM as a tree of ID (instantaneous description, 
which consists of the state of the finite control, tape-head positions and 
contents of tapes). A tree is a computation tree of an ATM M on an input 
M’ if its nodes are labeled by IDS of M on by, such that the descendants of 
any non-leaf labeled by a universal (existential) ID include all (resp. one) 
successors of that ID. A computation tree is accepting if the root is labeled 
by the initial ID and all the leaves are accepting IDS. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that each ID C of M has at most two IDS, each 
of which is reachable from C in one step. In this paper, “function” means a 
non-decreasing function from natural numbers to real numbers. 
DEFINITION 1. Let R(n), B(n), and S(n) be functions. It is said that an 
ATM runs in reversal R(n) (resp., leaf B(n), space S(n)) if, for every accep- 
ted input of length n, there is an acepting computation tree such that, for 
each path from the root to a leaf, the number of times a head changes 
direction is at most R(n) (resp., the number of leaves is at most B(n); each 
of its nodes is labeled by an ID using at most space S(n)). Also such ATMs 
are called R(n) reversal (B(n) leaf, S(n) space, respectively)-bounded 
ATMs. If an accepting computation tree satisfies two or three complexity 
conditions, we say that an ATM runs in these complexities simultaneously. 
For example, it is said that an ATM runs in reversal R(n) and leaf B(n) 
simultaneously if, for every accepted input of length n, there is an accepting 
computation tree such that the number of times a head changes direction 
on each path from the root to a leaf is at most R(n) and the number of 
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leaves is at most B(n). Such an ATM is also called a R(n) reversal- and 
B(n) leaf-bounded ATM. The reversal and space complexities of NTMs are 
defined similarly. 
DEFINITION 2. Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)) denotes the class of 
languages accepted by k-tape ATMs running in reversal O(R(n)) and leaf 
O(B(n)) simultaneously, where k-tape ATMs are ATMs having k storage- 
tapes (see Fig. 1 for k-tape TM). 
Areversal, leaf, space,(R(n), B(n), S(n)) denotes the class of languages 
accepted by k-tape ATMs running in reversal O(R(n)), leaf O(B(n)), and 
space 0(,!?(n)) simultaneously. Nreversal, space,(R(n), S(n)) and 
Nspace,(S(n)) are defined similarly for NTMs. If there are no suffixes for 
the number of tapes, it means the union over the number of tapes. for 
example, 
Areversal, leaf(R(n), B(n)) = Uk 2 ,Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)). 
3. THE POWER OF REVERSAL-BOUNDED ATMs 
In this section l-tape-l-counter TMs which are l-tape TMs with one 
counter-tape are introduced. For simplicity, we will call counter-tape and 
storage-tape, counter and tape, respectively. Further + 1 ( - 1, respectively) 
will denote the operation to increase (decrease, respectively) counter by 
one. We assume that any l-tape-l-counter TM M cannot operate the 
counter more than t times (i.e., the number of + 1 and - 1 is at most t 
times, where t is a constant depending on M) while the tape head is 
stationary, and the accepting ID of M is that where the state of finite con- 
trol is accepting and the content of counter is zero. 
Remark 1. The restriction that a 1-tapeel-counter TM should only 
operate the counter a constant number of times while the tape head is 
stationary is essential in the proof of Lemma 2. We do not know whether 
Lemma 2 holds without this restriction or not. A further remark related to 
the relaxation of this restriction is given after Theorem 2. 
FIG. 1. A k-tape Turing machine 
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We will show that every recursively enumerable set can be accepted by a 
l-tape-l-counter ATM running in constant reversals but not by any 
l-tape-l-counter NTM running in constant reversals. 
LEMMA 1. L= {WCWlW~Z *, C is an alphabet, c 4 Z> can be accepted by 
a l-tape-l-counter ATM running in both zero tape reversal and one counter 
reversal. 
Proof: We construct a l-tape-l-counter ATM which accepts in both 
zero tape reversal and one counter reversal. 
Now let input .X be a, . ..a.,. 
Step 1. j+- 1 (j is the content of counter). 
Step 2. If aj = c then go to Step 5, otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Mark aI. 
Step 4. Universally do both of the following. 
(4-a) j c j + 1, then go to Step 2. 
(4-b) Let b be the jth symbol to the right of c. If a,i = b then enter the 
accepting state, otherwise enter the rejecting state. 
Step 5. If the jth tape square to the right of c is a blank, then enter the 
accepting state, otherwise enter the rejecting state. 
The proof of complexities is straightforward. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. Every recursively enumerable set can be accepted by a 
l-tape-l-counter ATM which runs in both four tape reversals and one coun- 
ter reversal. 
ProoJ The class of recursively enumerable sets is equal to the class of 
languages accepted by l-tape DTMs. Hence, for any l-tape DTM, it suf- 
fices to construct a l-tape-l-counter ATM which simulates it in both four 
tape reversals and one counter reversal. Let D be a l-tape DTM. Without 
loss of generality, D keeps the accepting state when D enters it. First, we 
define a language L depending on D as follows. 
L= (z,#z”# . . . fz,,$z,# . . . #zZk+,( each zi is the string 
encoding an ID of D and identified with an ID of D. zO is an initial 
IDofDandz,,,, is an accepting ID of D. For i = 0, . . . . 2k, -7, + 1 is 
reachable from zi by one transition of D.} 
By definition of L, a string z,# ... #z$$z~ # ... #zZk+ i is in L if and 
only if the sequence zO, z i, . . . . zZk + i represents an accepting computation of 
D on the input denoted in z,,. Hence a l-tape-l-counter ATM which 
simulates D can be constructed as follows. Now let w  be an input. 
Step 1. Guess a string z,,# ... #z~~$z, # .‘. #zZk+, such that the 
sequence zO,..., zZk + 1 represents an accepting computation of D on ~1, where 
IZOI = ‘.. = Iz*k+l I. 
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Step 2. Comment: In this step, the presence of z,# ... # 
ZZk$Zl# ... #Z*k+l in L is checked. Universally do both of the following. 
(2-a ) Change z,# ... #zZ&,# ... #zzk+r into &# ... #&$L,# 
. . . # zzk + , according to transitions of D, where z: (i = 0,2,..., 2k) is the next 
ID of zi. If zb# ... #zik is equal to z,# ... #Zig+,, then enter the 
accepting state, otherwise enter the rejecting state. 
(2-b) Change z2# ... #z,&,# ... #zZk-, into z~# ... #z,,S=; # 
. .. #z& r according to transitions of D, where 2; (i = l,..., 2k - 1) is the 
next ID of zi. If z’,# ... #&-, is equal to z2# ... #zzk, then enter the 
accepting state, otherwise enter the rejecting state. 
In the following, we discuss the complexity. The number of tape reversals 
is at most one in Step 1 for writing zO# ... #z,,$z,# ... #~*~+r and two 
in Step 2 for changing the string. By Lemma 1, the reversal required by 
checking the equality between two strings is at most one for both the tape 
and the counter. Therefore it is four reversals for tape and one reversal for 
counter in total. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let L= {ww/~~~ (0, l}*}. Let N he a l-tape-l-counter 
NTM which accepts L in both r tape reversals and one counter reversal. Then 
N requires r = Q(n). 
Proof. Suppose that L is accepted by a 1-tapeel-counter NTM N 
running in both r tape reversals and one counter reversal. Then we will 
evaluate the lower bound of r. The crossing sequences of N are defined as 
the sequence of two-tuples “internal state, counter state,” where counter 
state takes three states, that is, “zero state, ” “nonzero and increasing state,” 
and “nonzero and decreasing state,” as in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we will call 
them Z, I, and D, respectively. First we prove the following sub-lemma. 
(Note that the transition of the counter state takes the form of 
Z + I + D -+ Z because the number of counter reversals is at most one.) 
FIG. 2. Counter states. 
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SUB-LEMMA. Let x = w, cw, and y = wzcw2 be in L. If there exists a pair 
(P,, Pz) satisfying both the following conditions (i) and (ii), ubere P, (resp. 
P2) is an accepting computation of N on x (resp. y), then w,cw2 and w2c\z’, 
are also in L. 
(i) The crossing sequence at the left boundary of c in P, is the same as 
that in P,. 
(ii) Let k, be the number of + 1 and k2 be the number of - 1 in P, under 
the condition that a tape head is on the left w, of x, and k; and ki are defined 
similarly for Pz and the left w2 of y. Then k, - k2 = k; - ki. 
Proof of Sub-lemma. For ~1, CM’, and u‘~cM’~, let (P,, PJ be an 
accepting computation pair satisfying the conditions of the sub-lemma and 
let the crossing sequence of (i) be (qO, X,,)...(q,, X,). We will show 
)v, CM’? E L. (~v~cM~, E L is shown similarly.) We make the following claim to 
prove the sub-lemma. 
CLAIM. There is a computation of N on w, CI$‘~ such that it is equal to P, 
on $v, and P2 on cw2, respectively, and for any j 5 k, tf it has j crossings of 
the tape head at the left boundary of c, then the crossing sequence is 
(40> ~,,).~.(4,> x,1. 
Proof of Claim. It is proved by induction on j. 
(I) j= 1. Obvious. 
(II) For j 5 1, assume that the claim holds. 
Then we show that N can cross in (qi+ , , X,+ , ) if N moves according to 
P, or P, after crossing in (q,, X,). The proof is classified into three cases by 
the value of X,, i.e., Z, I, D. 
Case 1. X, = Z. 
By the definition of P, and P2, the proof is straightforward. 
Case 2. X, = I. 
(2-a) If X,, , = I, then the proof is straightforward. 
(2-b) X,,, = D and the crossing in (qj, X,) is from the left to the right. 
If the counter never becomes zero for the time interval from the crossing 
in (q,, x,) to the next crossing, then N can cross in (q, + , , X, + 1 ). Hence we 
show it below. 
Let ml, in,, m3, n,, n,, and n3 be defined as follows (see Fig. 3). 
m,: In P,, the number of + 1 operations during the time interval from 
the start to the crossing in (q,, X,) under the condition that the tape head is 
on the left ~1, .
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FIG. 3. The head movement related to the definition of WI,, m,, m3, nl, n2, and n,. 
m2: In P,, the number of + 1 operations during the time interval from 
the start to the crossing in (qi, X,) under the condition that the tape head is 
on cw2. 
m3 : In P,, the number of + 1 operations during the time interval from 
the crossing in (q,, X,) to the crossing in (qj+ , , Xi+ , ) under the condition 
that the tape head is on cw2. 
n, : In P,, the number of - 1 operations under the same condition as m3. 
n,: In P,, the number of - 1 operations during the time interval from 
the crossing in (qj+ 1, Xj+ i) to a halt under the condition that the tape 
head is on the left w, . 
n3: In P,, the number of - 1 operations during the time interval from 
the crossing in ( qj+ I, Xi+ ,) to a halt under the condition that the tape 
head is on cw2. 
Then, by the condition (ii) of the sub-lemma, 
m,-n2= -(m,+m,-nn,-nn,). 
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(Note that k; -k; must be - (m2 + m3 -n, - rz3) as the counter is zero 
in accepting IDS.) Hence, 
m,+m,+m,=n, +rt,+n,. (1) 
If P2 makes the counter become zero during the time interval from the 
crossing in (qj, X,) to the next crossing, then m, + m2 + m3 5 n,. 
Ifm,+m,+m,<n,, Eq. (1) is contradicted. Ifm,+m,+m,=n,, then 
n, = n3 = 0 by Eq. (1). Therefore Xi+, must be Z. But this contradicts 
xi+, = D. Thus, the counter never becomes zero. Hence, the next crossing 
is in (q/+19 xj+)). 
G-c)X,+, = D and the crossing in (qj, Xi) is from the right to the left. 
The proof is similar to that for (2-b). 
Case 3. X, = D. 
The proof is similar to that of Case 2. 
Thus the claim has been proved. 
By the claim, there is a computation of N on w,cwz which is equal to P, 
on i4j1 and P, on cwz respectively and it has the crossing sequence, 
(q,,, X0) ... (qk, X,), at the left boundary of c. For this computation, if N 
moves according to P, or P, after crossing in (qk, X,), N can enter the 
accepting state because the content of the counter in P, is the same as that 
in P, when N crosses in (qk, X,). Thus wi cwz E L, and the sub-lemma 
follows. 
Let n be any odd number. Then there are 2’“- I)” words of length n in L. 
These words are classified by the conditions (i) and (ii) of the sub-lemma. 
I. Classification by the condition (i). If the number of reversals is r, the 
length of the crossing sequence is at most r + 1. Consequently, since the 
number of distinct crossing sequences is (36)‘+‘, words of length n in L are 
classified into (3b)‘+ ’ classes, where b is the number of states of N. 
II. Classzji2ation by the condition (ii). The number of operations of + 1 
and - 1 is a constant (t times) while the tape head is stationary. Hence 
the total number of counter operations (i.e., + 1 or - 1) concerning the 
left part of an input is at most t(n - l)(r + 1)/2. Let h be the difference 
between the number of + 1 operations and - 1 operations. Then 
- t(n - l)(r + 1)/2 5 h 5 t(n - l)(r + 1)/2. 
Thus the number of classes is at most t(n - l)(r + 1) + 1. By I and 11 
above, the total number of classes is 
(3b)‘+‘(t(n- l)(r+ l)+ 1). (2) 
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If Eq. (2) < 2 (P l)“, then there is a pair of words (w, CW, , w2 CM’~) satisfy- 
ing the sub-lemma. This means that w, CM’~ and w2 CM’, are in L. This is a 
contradiction. 
Therefore Eq. (2) 2 2’“- ‘)“; we get 
r I (n - 1 - 2(log(n - 1) + log(t) + log(3b)))/2( 1 + log(3b)), (3) 
and Lemma 2 follows. 
The following theorem is obtained from Lemma 2 directly. 
THEOREM 2. “ATM’ cannot be changed into “NTM” in Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. Lemma 2 is powerful for proving Theorem 2. This fact 
depends on the restriction stated in Remark 1. Actually, for proving 
Theorem 2, it suffices to show that r is not bounded by a constant from 
above in Lemma 2. Note that the evaluation Eq. (3) of r in the proof of 
Lemma 2 shows that r is not bounded by a constant from above if r = 2R(‘*’ 
for g(n) = o(n), where t is the number of counter operations while the tape 
head is stationary. 
4. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN REVERSAL OF ATMs AND SPACE OF NTMs 
In the previous section, although we showed that a 1-tapeel-counter 
ATM running with a constant reversal bound can accept every recursively 
enumerable set, we do not know whether a l-tape ATM running with a 
constant reversal bound can accept it or not. 
In this section we show the equivalence between the class of languages 
accepted by reversal- and leaf-bounded ATMs and that accepted by space- 
bounded NTMs. Then, from this result and the space hierarchy theorem 
for NTMs, Nreversal,(R(n)) $ Areversal,(R(n)) is obtained. Throughout 
this paper, without loss of generality, every l-tape ATM M moves as 
follows: The input of length n stands originally on the tape squares 1, . . . . n, 
and the head of M stands originally on square 0. A4 starts by going in 
initial state to square 1 and visits square 0 again only if it is in the 
accepting state, where tape squares are numbered from 0 from the left-end. 
4.1. Extended Crossing Sequences 
In this sub-section, extended crossing sequences (ECSs) are defined. A 
notion similar to the ECS can be also seen in Hromkovic (1986). He used 
it to obtain lower bounds for alternating machines. 
Let M be a l-tape ATM and w  be an input. Let T,,. be a computation 
tree of M on W. Then each node of T,. is labeled as follows: Let V be a set 
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of nodes of T,,.. Then, for any u E V, u is labeled by a pair (q, i), where q is 
the state of M and i is the boundary number crossed in state q when M 
moves from ID v to ID U; u is the parent of v in T,. The boundary between 
square i and i+ 1 has number i. The root is labeled by (qo, *), where q. is 
the state of the root ID of T,,.. 
For each i (i 2 0), we define the ECS at the boundary i in the following 
manner. 
First all of the nodes with boundary-number i in their labels are picked 
up, and m trees, T,, . . . . T,,,, satisfying the following condition are construc- 
ted from these nodes (see Fig. 4). 
(Condition) Let v be any node in Tj (1 5j 5 m). Then t)i, . . . . v, are sons of 
v in T, iff v,, . . . . v, are successors of v and there is no node with boundary- 
number i in its label on the path from v to vk (1 5 k 5 s) in T,,., where v and 
vk are ignored. 
Next, for each node of T,, the EECSs (element of ECS) are defined 
recursively by the following four rules. Let the label of v be (q, i). 
(1) If v is a leaf, then the EECS of v is [q]. 
(2) If v has the only son v1 and the EECS of v1 is [q,P], then the EECS 
of v is [qqlP]. 
TW 
a 
(+i) 
Qi 1 
TP 
FIG. 4. The reduction of computation trees 
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(3) If o has k sons v,, . . . . vk and, for each s (1 s s 5 k), the EECS of v, is 
Qs, then the EECS of v is [qQl ... Qk]. 
(4) The EECS of every node is defined by (l), (2), and (3). 
Let the EECS of the root node of Tj be Qj. Then the ECS at boundary i 
is defined as Q, . ..Q.,,. 
4.2. Reversal Complexity of I-Tape ATMs 
The following is the main theorem in this section. 
THEOREM 3. Let B(n) and R(n) be functions satisfying B(n) 5 2°(R(n)) 
and B(n) R(n) 2 n. Then, 
Areversal, Zeafi(R(n), B(n)) = Nspace(R(n) B(n)). 
Before proving the above theorem, we define the consistency of ECSs. 
This is a generalization of the consistency of crossing sequences introduced 
by Hopcroft and Ullman (1968). 
Let M be a l-tape ATM, and let Q, and Q2 be strings taking the same 
format as the ECSs of M. (In the rest of the paper, these strings are also 
called ECS.) Then the consistency of [M, c(, Q,, Q,] is defined by the 
following CHECK routine, where c( is a string of tape symbols of M. 
Procedure CHECK(c(, D, Qi, Q2) 
COMMENT: D takes L, R, or (q, x) as its value, where L and R mean 
the left-end of tl and the right-end of CI, respectively; q is the internal state 
of M; and x is the relative address in c(. This procedure is recursive and has 
eight cases in terms of the value of each parameter. In the CHECK routine, 
it is checked whether or not the state of M is consistent with Q, (Q2, resp.) 
each time the head of M crosses the left-end (the right-end, resp.) of c(. If 
so, then true is returned, otherwise false is returned. 
In the following let q and q’ denote the state of M, and P and P’ denote 
the EECSs. 
(1) D=L, Ql=P, . . . P, (kz 2). If there exists a permutation G 
over { 1, . . . . k} such that all of CHECK(a, L, P,, P,,,,), . . . . and 
CHECK(cr, L, P,, Potkj) return true, then return true, otherwise return 
false, where if Q2 = Pi . . . P;, (k’z 0), each isj is a concatenation of the 
EECSs from {P’, , . . . . P;I.} or an empty string, and P, ..’ is, = P‘, ... Pi,. 
(2) D = R and Qz = Pi ... P;, (k’ 2 2). If there exists a permutation 0 
over (1, . . . . k’} such that all of CHECK(c(, R, p,,, ), Pi), . . . . and 
CHECK(a, R, &,), Pi,) return true, then return true, otherwise return 
false, where the definition of P,, . . . . and pk, is similar to ( 1) in terms of 
Q,=P,...P,. 
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(3) D=L and Q,=[q,...qmP,...Pk] (m,kzl), or D=L,Q,= 
[ql . ..q.] and Q2 = [q; ...qL, P; .. .P&] (m, k’z 1, m’z0). With a head 
on the left-end of CI and state q1 initially, simulate M until any one of (3-l) 
(3-2), and (3-3) is encountered. 
(3-l ) A4 enters the universal state q. Let CI’ be the content of the tape 
at this point. Then, do CHECK(c(‘, D, Q;, Q;) for one transition from q 
and CHECK(c(‘, D, Q;, Q;) for the other transition, where D takes q and 
the relative address of the head in ~1, and Q’, , Q;, Q;, and Q; satisfy (a), 
(b), and (c) below. If there exist Q’,, Q;, Q;, and Q; such that both of 
them return true, then return true, otherwise return false. 
(a) If the unchecked part of Q, is [qi...qmP, ...Pk] (or 
[qi...qm]), then, for Q; and Q;, one is [ql...qmPI...Pk] ([q,-..qm], 
resp.), and the other is an empty string. 
(b) If the unchecked part of Q, is P, . . . P,, then P,, . . . . P, is 
divided into two parts, and for Q’, and Q;, one is Q’,, and the other is Q;. 
(c) Q; and Q;l are defined similarly. 
(3-2) The head crosses the lef-end boundary of CI and goes out of CI. If 
CHECK(c(‘, L, Q;, Q’J returns true, then return true, where Q; and Q; are 
the unchecked parts of Q1 and Q2, respectively, and tl’ is the content of the 
tape at this point. 
(3-3) The head crosses the right-end boundary of CI and goes out of cc. If 
CHECK(c(‘, R, Q;, Q;) returns true, then return true, where Co, Q; and Q; 
are defined as in (3-2). 
(4) D=R and Q2=[q;...q~,P;...P;,] (m’,k’zl), or D=R, 
Q, = Cq1 . ..qnJ’. ... Pk] and Qz = [q; . .. qk,] (m’, k 2 1, m 2 0). This case 
is similar to (3) except that simulation of M is started with a head on the 
right-end of c( and state 4;. 
(5) D=L, Q1=[q,...qm] and Q,=[q’,...qh,] (m,m’ZO). Place the 
head on the left-end of (x, and start to simulate M in state q,. Then, check 
whether or not there exists a computation of M for which Q, and Qz are 
consistent with the ECSs of both ends of CI. If there exists such a com- 
putation, then return true, otherwise return false. 
(6) D = R, Q, = [q, . ..q.,,] and Q, = [q; . ..qk.]. This case is similar to 
(5) except that simulation of M is started with a head on the right-end of c( 
and state q/1. 
(7) D= (q, x), Qi = [ql . ..q.,,] and Q2= [q; . ..q&.]. This case is similar 
to (5) except that simulation of M is started with a head on the position .X 
and state q, where q is not regarded as the universal state even if q is so. 
(8) D= (q, X) but not (7). This case is similar to (3) except that 
simulation of M is started with a head on the position x and state q. 
End of procedure. 
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DEFINITION 3. Let M be a l-tape ATM. Let Q, and Q2 be ECSs and CI 
be a string of tape symbols of M. We say that [M, CI, Q,, Q2] is consistent 
if CHECK(a, L, Qr, Q,) returns true. 
Lemma 3, below, is obtained from Definition 3. Its proof is a 
generalization of the proof for the crossing sequence (Hopcroft and 
Ullman, 1968) and is not difficult. Hence, it is omitted here. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a l-tape ATM. Let Q,, Q,, and Q3 be EC%, and 
CI~ and GIN be strings of tape symbols of M. If [M, CI~, Ql, Q2] and 
CM ~2, Q2, Q3] are consistent, then [M, a,~,, Q,, Q3] is consistent. 
LEMMA 4. Let M be a l-tape ATM, and w  = a, . ..a., be an input. Then 
w  E L(M) if and only if there exists a positive integer m and a sequence of 
EC& Q,, . . . . Qm, satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) Q,= [qO[q,] ... [q,]] and Qm=& (empty string), where q0 is the 
initial state and qa is the accepting state of M. 
(2) For every i satisfying 1 5 is m, [M, a;, Qip I, Qi] is consistent, where 
if i > n, ai = B (blank symbol). 
Proof This lemma is obtained from Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be a l-tape ATM running in reversal O(R(n)) and leaf 
O(B(n)) simultaneously. Then, for any w  E L, there exists an accepting com- 
putation tree such that the length of the ECS at each boundary of MS tape is 
O(Nn) B(n)). 
Proof Since M is a l-tape ATM running in reversal O(R(n)) and leaf 
O(B(n)) simultaneously, for any input of length n in L(M), there exists an 
accepting computation tree such that the number of its leaves is O(B(n)) 
and the number of reversals is O(R(n)) on any computation path from the 
root to the leaf. 
We consider the ECSs defined by the above accepting computation tree. 
The number of states contributed to each ECS by one computation path is 
at most O(R(n)). The number of such computation paths is at most 
O(B(n)). Therefore the length of each ECS is O(R(n) B(n)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let R(n) and B(n) be functions satisfying R(n) B(n) zn. 
Then, Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)) s Nspace(R(n) B(n)). 
Proof Let LE Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)), and M be an O(R(n)) rever- 
sal- and O(B(n)) leaf-bounded l-tape ATM accepting L. We construct a 
NTM N accepting L in O(R(n) B(n), space below. Now let the input be 
w=al . ..a.. 
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Step 1 (guess crossing sequences at both boundaries of square 1). j + 1, 
Q, c [qO[q,] . . . [q,]]. Then guess the ECS at the right boundary of 
square 1 and assign it to Qz, where qO and qa are the initial and the 
accepting states of M, respectively. 
Step 2. Do CHECK(aj, L, Ql, Qz), where if j>n then a, = B (blank 
symbol). If it returns true, go to Step 3, otherwise reject u’. 
Step 3. If Q2 = E (empty string) and j > n, then accept IV, otherwise go 
to Step 4. 
Step 4. j c j + 1 and Q I c Q2. Then guess the ECS at the right boundary 
of square j, and assign it to Q2. Go to Step 2. 
The fact that N accepts L is obtained from Lemma 4. 
The space used by N depends on the CHECK routine. We can show that 
the space required by the CHECK routine is at most 2( 1 Q, 1 + lQz ) ) by 
induction on the depth of recursion in the CHECK routine. Then, from 
Lemma 5, we obtain 2(1Q, I + lQ,l) = O(R(n) B(n)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let R(n) and B(n) he functions satisfying R(n)B(n) 2 n, and 
R, (n) 2 n he any function. Then, 
Nreuersal, space,(R,(n), R(n) B(n)) 
5 Areversal, IeuA space,(R(n) + log B(n), B(n), R,(n)). 
Proof: Let L E Nreversal, space,(Rr(n), R(n) B(n)) and N be an 
O(R,(n)) reversal- and O(R(n) B(n)) space-bounded l-tape NTM 
accepting L. 
In the following, we regard the space of length O(R(n) B(n)) as the 
collection of O(B(n)) blocks each of which consists of R(n) squares, and 
“boundary” means the boundary between the blocks. Then a l-tape ATM 
M accepting L is constructed as follows. 
The tape of A4 has four tracks. The input is given to the first track and 
tracks from the second to the fourth are used to store crossing sequences. 
They are stored from square n + 1. The squares from 1 to n are used to 
indicate the position of each crossing sequence if it is in the squares from 1 
to n (see Fig. 5). 
0 1 n fw 
14 a, l ’ .  an .  .  .  
24 a*' . . , 
34 .*. . . . 
LQ *** . . . 
FIG. 5. The tape of M. 
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Step 1 (initial setting). In the following the crossing sequences, si, s2, s3, 
are stored in the second, the third, and the fourth tracks, respectively. First 
Sl + 404a9 s2 c E, and print the symbol * on the second track of the square 
1 (because s, is the crossing sequence at the left boundary of square 1). 
Then go to Step 2. 
Step 2 (guess the crossing sequences at both boundaries of each block). 
Procedure CROSS(s,, sq). 
Guess whether or not si and s2 are the crossing sequences at both boun- 
daries of a block. If so, go to (l-l), else go to (l-2). 
(l-l ) End the CROSS routine and go to Step 3. 
(l-2) Guess the crossing sequence at the middle boundary between 
two boundaries corresponding to s1 and s?, and assign it to sg. If the boun- 
dary corresponding to s3 is in from square 1 to square n, then mark that 
position (i.e., print * on the right square of the boundary). Then, do both 
of the following, (l-2-a) and (1-2-b) universally. 
(1-2-a) s2 t s3 and CROSS(s,, sz). 
(l-2-b) si t sg and CROSS(s,, sz). 
We specify how to store the crossing sequences before describing Step 3. 
The time interval from a reversal to the next reversal is called a phase. M 
provides two squares, IZ + 2t - 1 and n + 2t, in each track for the tth phase 
of a computation of N. Now, let a crossing sequence of N be q, . . . qs and 
assume that q5 (1 sjs s) is generated by the t,th phase. Then, each qj is 
stored according to the following rules. 
(a) In the case where this crossing sequence corresponds to si, if tj is 
odd then qj is stored in square IZ + 2t, - 1, otherwise in square n + 2t,. 
(b) In the case where this crossing sequence corresponds to s2 or So, if tj 
is even then qj is stored in the square n + 2tj- 1, otherwise in square 
n + 2t,. As an exception, when sI e s3, the crossing sequence is rewritten 
under the rule (a). 
The above rules save reversals in Step 3. 
Step 3 (check the consistency of s, and sz). This is done by guessing the 
crossing sequences and checking their consistency sequentially from the 
left-end in the block. In this step, s”, and $, are stored in the second and the 
fourth tracks in the same way as si and s2, respectively. 
(3-l) i, t s,. 
(3-2) Guess whether or not the square checked just now is the right- 
end in the block. If so, go to (3-4), else F1 c s”2 and the crossing sequence at 
the right boundary of the square is guessed. Then assign it to Sz and go to 
(3-3 ). 
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(3-3) Do CHECK(a, L, s’, ,3,). If it returns true then go to (3-2), 
else enter the rejecting state, where a is the corresponding input symbol if 
the block includes a part of input, otherwise a is a blank symbol of N. 
(A4 can find the corresponding symbol by * in the second and third tracks.) 
(34) z,cs2, S*+-S2, and do CHECK(a, L, F,, Fz). If it returns true 
then enter the accepting state, else enter the rejecting state. 
Analysis of the complexities. The depth of the recursion in Step 2 is 
O(log B(n)). The job of each level of the recursion is only to write the 
crossing sequences, and the reversal required by it is at most two. Therefore 
the reversal required by Steps 1 and 2 is O(log B(n)). In Step 3 it is possible 
to check the consistency of crossing sequences in six reversals if they are 
stored under the rules (a) and (b). Since the number of squares in the block 
is at most R(n), the reversal required by Step 3 is O(R(n)). Hence the total 
reversal is O(R(n) + log B(n)). The leaf complexity of M is equal to the 
number of blocks, i.e., O(B(n)). The space complexity is O(R,(n)) because 
it depends on the space to store the crossing sequences. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)) 
s Nspace(R(n) B(n)) 
s Nspace,(R(n) B(n)) 
(by Lemma 6) 
c Nreversal, space,(2°(R(n’B(n’), R(n) B(n)) 
5 Areversal, leaf, space i (R(n) 
+ log B(n), B(n), 2°(R(n)B(n)‘) 
g Areversal, leaf,(R(n) + log B(n), B(n)) 
s Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)) 
(by Lemma 7) 
(by B(n) 5 2°‘R’““) 
Q.E.D. 
We can get a reversal-space trade-off result for NTMs as follows. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R(n) 2 n and S(n) 2 n be functions. Then, 
Nreversal, space,(R(n), S(n)) = Nreversal, space,(S(n), R(n)) 
Proof: Consider the case of B(n) = 1 in Lemma 7. Then the corollary 
follows directly. Q.E.D. 
Next, we will show the difference in the power between reversal-bounded 
l-tape ATMs and reversal-bounded l-tape NTMs. 
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THEOREM 4 (Seiferas, 1977). Let S,(n)zn he a space constructable 
function, and S(n)zn be a function satisfying S(n+ l)= O(S,(n)) and 
S(n + 1) = o(S,(n + 1)). Then, 
The following corollary is obtained from Theorems 3 and 4. 
COROLLARY 2. For any function R(n) 2 n, if there exists a function B(n) 
satisfying the following conditions, then 
Nreversal,(R(n)) 5 Areversal, (R(n)). 
(Condition 1) B(n) 5 20’R(n” and R(n) B(n) is a space constructable 
function. 
(Condition 2) R(n + 1) = O(R(n) B(n)) and R(n + 1) = o(R(n + 1) 
B(n+ 1)). 
Proof 
Nreversal,(R(n)) = Nspace,(R(n)) (by Corollary 1) 
$ Nwcel(R(n) B(n)) (by Theorem 4) 
= Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)) (by Theorem 3) 
$ Areversal,(R(n)). 
Q.E.D. 
4.3. Reversal Complexity of Off-line I-Tape A TMs 
We discuss off-line l-tape TMs which are TMs having one storage-tape 
and a read-only two-way input tape. Similarly to l-tape ATMs, we do not 
know whether an off-line l-tape ATM running with a constant reversal 
bound can accept every recursively enumerable set or not. 
We can extend the ECSs to off-line l-tape ATMs by attaching the input 
head position to each state. Then the CHECK routine and the consistency 
of the ECSs are defined similarly, and the result, similar to that in Theorem 
3, is obtained as follows. The class of languages for off-line machines is 
denoted by the prefix “off-,” for example, “off-Areversal, space,” and “off- 
Nspace.” 
THEOREM 5. Let R(n) and B(n) be functions satisfying B(n) 5 2o(R(n)). 
Then, 
off-Areversal, leaf,(R(n), B(n)) = off-Nspace(R(n) B(n) log(n)). 
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Sketch of Proof: s : This inclusion is obtained by modifying Lemma 6 
as the length of each ECS is at most O(R(n) R(n) log(n)). 
1: Greibach (1978, Theorem 4.2) has shown off-Nspace(R(n) = 
R(n) log(n)) 2 off-Nreversal,(R(n) B(n)). Since an off-line l-tape ATM can 
simulate @R(n) B(n)) reversal-bounded off-line l-tape NTM in 
O(R(n) + log B(n)) reversals and O(B(n)) leaves simultaneously by par- 
titioning O(R(n) B(n)) reversals into O(B(n)) blocks each of which has 
R(n) reversals. Hence off-Nspace(R(n) B(n) log(n)) s off-Areversal, 
leaf,(W), B(n)). Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
There are some open problems concerning this paper as follows. 
(1) In Section 3, we assume that l-tape-l-counter TMs cannot 
operate the counter more than a constant while the tape head is stationary. 
Can this assumption be removed? 
(2) Can the results similar to those in Theorems 1 and 2 be obtained 
for l-tape TMs or off-line l-tape TMs? 
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